
INTRODUCTION

Law and justice have been very political issues, and the government has 

been at pains to show itself to be ‘tough’ on crime. New technologies from 

CCTV to DNA recognition have looked like panaceas for law enforcement. They 

have been presented to the public without adequate balance, for short-term 

political gain. This has led to an approach which seems less balanced and aware 

of uncomfortable human rights concerns. Painful questions now have to be 

answered.

The Database state seminars 

Law enforcement and personal data
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Key IssUes
Of all the sectors in which government 

databases operate, law enforcement is the 
most difficult to assess because it’s generally 
agreed that law enforcement needs access 
to information; the dispute is over where the 
boundaries should be. How much information 
should they be allowed to collect? How 
long should they retain it? How should they 
be allowed to use and share it? It is up to 
government and politicians to set these 
standards.

There is an additional complication in the form 
of EU requirements: under the EU’s “principle 
of availability”, information held by police in 
one member state must be available to law 
enforcement agencies in all the others. In 2008, 
the European Court of Human Rights handed 
down the landmark decision in S. and Marper 
vs. The United Kingdom that the UK is acting 
illegally in retaining on the DNA database 
samples from half a million people (including 
39,000 children) who have never been charged 
with or convicted of a crime.

DaTabases
Law enforcement databases include a group 

controlled by the Ministry of Justice for the 
purpose of operating the court system. Here, 
however, we focus solely on those controlled 
by the Home Office. The traffic light ratings are 
drawn from the Joseph Rowntree Reform Trust 
Database State report. Red means the database 
is almost certainly illegal under existing human 
rights and/or data protection legislation 
and that it therefore should be scrapped or 
significantly redesigned. Amber means that 
the database has significant problems and 
may be unlawful. These databases should be 
independently assessed; depending on the 
circumstances, they may need to be shrunk, or 
split, or individuals may have to be given a right 
to opt out. 

Police National Computer, INI, and Police 
National Database: holds comprehensive 
details of citizens, vehicles, criminal offences, 
and property and is continuously accessible 
over a secure network by criminal justice 
agencies and all UK police forces. It can be 
searched by physical descriptions, vehicle 
registrations and postcodes, firearms, plants 
and animals, and incorporates tools to link 
crimes with similar characteristics. A National 
Firearms Register was added after the 
Dunblane massacre. The following databases 
are linked to it.
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 VisOR (originally the Violent and sexual 
Offenders Register):  used by police, 
probation, and prison staff. ViSOR registers, 
assesses the risks of, and manage more 
than 50,000 individuals convicted of sex 
offences or jailed for more than 12 months 
for violence, and other individuals who pose 
a serious threat to the public (such as those 
convicted outside the UK of sexual offences).

schengen Information system II (by 
2010): allows data to be shared with police 
organisations across Europe. SIS II holds 
information on wanted and missing persons, 
stolen vehicles, trailers, firearms, identity 
documents, and registered banknotes. A 
central server in Strasbourg will send and 
receive data from national servers in each 
member state. PNC checks on a person or 
object will search both databases. A related 
database, the Visa Information System, will 
hold biometric data on the 20 million annual 
EU visa applicants. 

IMPaCT Nominal Index (INI): allows forces, 
including the Criminal Records Bureau in 
its vetting process, to find out whether 
information is held on any individual by 
other forces in the areas of intelligence, 
crime, custody, child protection, domestic 
violence and firearms licence refusals and 

revocations. Set up in 2006 in response to 
the Bichard report on the Soham murders, 
INI is complementary to the PNC and is 
expected to be superseded by the Police 
National Database, which will hold detailed 
information on people (including suspects, 
victims and witnesses), objects, locations, and 
events and allow forces to share text, images, 
files, maps, video and audio. 

Overall JRRT rating: amber.

National DNa Database: holds more than 
4 million DNA profiles taken from crime 
scenes, suspects and witnesses. The Police 
and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 let police 
retain DNA taken from those charged with an 
offence. Samples taken from those who were 
not subsequently convicted should have 
been destroyed (as they are in Scotland); 
in 2000 the Audit Commission found that 
50,000 samples were being illegally retained. 
The Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001 
retroactively allowed retention. The Criminal 
Justice Act 2003 extended taking samples 
to anyone arrested for a recordable offence 
and detained at a police station. Profiles are 
disproportionately held on nearly four in ten 
black Englishmen under 35. The proportion 
of crimes solved using DNA remains steady 
at about 1 in 300. In December 2008, the 
European Court of Human Rights ruled that 
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the UK is acting illegally by keeping the DNA 
of innocent people. Recent government 
proposals seek to extend the retention period 
to six to 12 years. 

JRRT rating: red.

National Fingerprint Database (IDeNT1): 
allows the police forces of England, Scotland 
and Wales to compare records of 7.5m 
individuals against palm prints and marks 
taken from suspects and crime scenes. 
The fingerprints and palm prints of every 
person arrested in Britain are entered onto 
the database, and also the Police National 
Computer or Scottish Criminal History System 
arrest record. Around 36,000 fingerprint sets 
are being added each month. Since May 2008 
the system cross-checks fingerprints from 
up to 8,500 visa applicants each day. The 
fingerprints of acquitted people are deleted.

JRRT rating: green.

National aNPR Data Centre: Automatic 
Number Plate Recognition has been used 
for a number of years in strategic locations 
such as ports and the London financial 
districts, but is now being expanded across 
motorways, main roads, airports and town 
centres. Mobile cameras have been installed 
in patrol cars and in police helicopters 
that can read plates from a distance of 
600 metres. The cameras are operated by 

multiple agencies – the Highways Agency, 
local authorities, police forces and private 
firms. The NPIA manages a Back Office Facility 
(BOF II) that allows all UK police forces, 
HMIC, SCDCA, the Ministry of Defence, SPSA, 
HM Revenue and Customs and the Serious 
Organised Crime Agency to retrieve and 
analyse data. Roadside cameras will read 
50m plates covering 10m drivers each day, 
with data recorded for up to five years and a 
capacity of 18bn licence plates. 

JRRT rating: amber.

 UK border agency: Under Council Directive 
2004/82/EC, air carriers are required 
to communicate Advanced Passenger 
Information regarding passengers to EU 
Member States’ immigration authorities, 
and it is also passed to the USA by bilateral 
agreement. In the UK the data is processed 
by the UK Border Agency, which through 
its e-Borders Programme is developing a 
“joined-up modernized intelligence-led 
border control and security framework” 
including pre-boarding electronic checks of 
all persons flying to the UK. The European 
Council is considering extending this 
requirement to other Passenger Name Record 
data, to land and sea travel, and to journeys 
within the EU.
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The UKvisas biometrics Programme 
operates in 135 countries and has collected 
over 2 million fingerprint sets so far missions. 
Fingerprints recorded for use in biometric 
visas are also stored in IAFS. The  caseworking 
system Proviso sends information back 
daily to a Central Reference System 
database, which is accessible to government 
departments involved in immigration control, 
law enforcement, and national security. 

JRRT rating: amber.

ID cards: the supporting database, the 
National Identity Register, run by the Identity 
and Passport Service (IPS), an executive 
agency of the Home Office; will store 
biographical information (such as name, 
address, date and place of birth and gender), 
biometric data (facial image and fingerprints), 
and administrative data related to the issue 
and use of a card. Like the NHS Population 
Demographics Service system, the ID card 
will create an audit trail of citizen interactions. 
Intelligence agencies and the police may 
have unrestricted access. Originally the 
NIR was supposed to be built as a clean, 
new system; the current plan appears to be 
to distribute it by linking several existing 
government systems. Biographical data will 
be stored in a system based on the existing 
Department for Work and Pensions’ Customer 
Information System. Biometric data will be 

held initially in the Immigration and Asylum 
Fingerprint System. Administrative data will 
be held in existing Identity and Passport 
Service systems. 

JRRT rating: red.

 The Communications Database: Most 
telephone companies and ISPs store records 
of customers’ telephone calls and Internet 
communications for business purposes 
such as billing and fault diagnosis. Such 
communications data includes subscriber 
information, records of numbers dialled, the 
location of mobile phones, and in some cases 
email headers and websites accessed. Voice-
over-IP operators such as Skype that operate 
centralised directory services are also able 
to log users and calls. From 15 March 2009 
ISPs and phone companies will be required 
to retain specified communications data for 
12 months. The  Interception Modernisation 
Programme is a plan to centralise 
communications data in a government 
database, where it would be much more 
amenable to data mining and traffic analysis. 
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) equipment 
may allow agencies to look at the content 
of Internet communications to record for 
example users’ coordinates in Second Life or 
their webmail inbox screens. 

JRRT rating: red.
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Jeff Jonas (jeffjonas.typepad.com), is an IBM 
Disinguished Engineer and Chief Scientist, 
Entity Analytic Solutions in the IBM Software 
Group; he designed the security systems in use 
at some of Las Vegas’s largest and best-known 
casinos.

The number of piles of data law 
enforcement can fish in is going to continue 
to grow – it will be ten times the piles now. 
That is all the more reason to think about 
policy right now. The question is and will 
remain what observations (data) are within 
law and policy for an organization to collect 
and make sense of. The trouble is that if 
an organization makes a decision based 
on certain data and then throws this data 
away– it is difficult for the organization to 
prove it did the right thing – making for an 
accountability problem.

We did a piece of work to help reunite 
displaced loved ones after Hurricane 
Katrina.  In the contract we included a 
provision which stated that at the end 
of the process the data amassed for 
reunification would be destroyed.  We felt 
this was taking the high ground to ensure 
the data would not later be repurposed. 
Three years later, after the data had been 

purged, I realised that if the system had 
inadvertently matched people it shouldn’t 
have (e.g., debt collectors with debtors, the 
mob with people placed under the witness 
protection programme) we would not have 
been able to prove what had happened 
as the data had been destroyed. Similarly, 
supposing you find out the DNA algorithm 
was flawed and you want to rerun it to make 
sure a match is correct?

We need to be thinking about data 
tethering and accountability. A police 
agency that gives a record to another 
agency, particularly if it’s derogatory 
information, has to know what data they 
gave to whom so it can be recalled or 
changed downstream. If the holder of the 
data takes that person off the list it has to 
flow through. 

With respect to data quality, I think 
it’s important for systems to be able to 
support dissent – don’t throw away the 
disagreeing piece just because it doesn’t 
agree; for example, don’t just suppress and 
throw away contrarian data showing that 
a suspect was reported to be at a location 
which was impossible when taking into 
account other facts.

gUesT sPeaKeR: JeFF JONas
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Gary Pugh is Director of Forensic Services 
Directorate of the Metropolitan Police Service. 
He has been Chair of the National DNA 
Database Strategy Board since March 2008.

The police service needs clear direction 
and decisions from Government and 
politicians about the use of DNA profiling 
and how the National DNA Database should 
operate in the light of the ECHR Judgment. 
It is important to recognize that the DNA 
Database is an operational database: it 
generates a line of inquiry that can then be 
used to initiate an investigation; it doesn’t 
prosecute or convict people.  

The heart of the issue in the ECHR 
Judgment is the retention of DNA from 
those who are arrested and not convicted. 
Even though the research in this area is not 
as detailed as we would like, those who 
are arrested and not convicted generate 
DNA matches. There will be occasions 
where individuals who are arrested and not 
convicted are truly innocent but others, for 
example, where a victim will not proceed 
with a prosecution even though there is 
strong evidence against an individual and 
they pose a public protection risk.  
The balance to be struck between civil 

liberty and public protection is at the heart 
of the debate. The police service supports 
an approach that is based on evidence 
and assessing risk.  Within this debate the 
safeguards on the use of DNA profiling 
and the operation of the NDNAD need to 
be recognized.  Removing someone’s DNA 
profile has limited practical impact if the 
arrest record is retained.  

It is also important to recognize that the 
technique used analyse redundant, or junk, 
DNA; not genetic information in terms of 
ancestry or human characteristics. Of all the 
forensic and police databases the NDNAD 
has some, if not the most, strict safeguards; 
it is overseen by the DNA Strategy Board, 
which includes the Chair of the DNA Ethics 
Group who reports direct to Home Office 
Ministers, a Forensic Science Regulator who 
also has a separate line to the Home Office 
Minister, and a representative of the Human 
Genetics Commission. The Information 
Commissioner is also an observer on the 
Strategy Board. The Strategy Board is very 
clear in limiting the use of the NDNAD to 
the purpose of investigating and detecting 
crime and has resisted attempts to access 
for, for example, paternity tests, which have 
been taken all the way to the High Court. 

gUesT sPeaKeR: gaRy PUgh
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PRINCIPLes
Minimise data: collect only what is needed, and keep it no longer than necessary. Central 
systems should be simple and minimal and hold sensitive data only when both proportionate 
and necessary.

Government should only compel the provision or sharing of sensitive personal data for clearly 
defined purposes that are proportionate and necessary in a democratic society.

By default sensitive personal information should be kept on local systems and shared only with 
the subject’s fully informed consent.

Citizens should have the right to access most public services anonymously.


